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ABSTRACT 
This paper shows the benefits of the Field Programming Gate 

Array (FPGAs) in industrial control applications.  The author 

starts by addressing the benefits of FPGA and where it is 

useful. As well as, the author has done some FPGA’s 

evaluation researches on the FPGA performing explaining the 

performance of the FPGA and the design tools. To show the 

benefits of the FPGA, an industrial application example has 

been used. The application is a real-time face detection and 

tracking using FPGA. Face tracking will depend on 

calculating the centroid of each detected region. A DE2-SoC 

Altera board has been used to implement this application. The 

application based on few algorithms that filter the captured 

images to detect them. These algorithms have been translated 

to a Verilog code to run it on the DE2-SoC board.   

Keywords 
FPGA; System-on-Chip(SoC); Real-Time face detection and 

tracking Application; algorithims; images filtering; Industail 

control Application; Design Tool. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Modern industries systems need to respond to various 

requirements to compete on their products which must be fast, 

high performing, reliable and very flexible [1]. 

Another key issue is the cost, in order to minimize it, time-to-

market must be shortened and the price of controller device 

should be cheap. 

The cost reduction, increasing the complexity of the control 

algorithms and reduce the time execution are the most 

challenging aspects for a new industrial control system to 

make a high and quick market impact. 

To achieve these challenges, developers need to depend on 

the most advanced digital electronics technologies which 

come now with familiar software developments tools [1]. To 

develop a high quality real-time industrial control systems, 

developers have to choose one of the main two families of 

digital device technologies. 

The first family relies on a pure software platform. Digital 

Signal Processors controllers (DSP controllers) and the 

microcontroller are the associated devices. These components 

integrate a performing microprocessor core with external 

devices which are very important to implement the targeted 

systems in real-time and to communicate with the industries 

environment. 

There are few differences between DSP controllers [39] and 

microcontrollers [2]. The main difference is, for a specific 

surface of silicon, the proportion between the communication 

and control peripherals and the processing units.  

The alternative family of digital devices for the industrial 

control systems is Field Programmable Gate Array(FPGA)[3].  

FPGAs are programmable silicon chips, Using prebuilt logic 

blocks and programmable routing resources. It is easy to 

configure these chips to execute some hardware 

functionalities with pick up a soldering iron or breadboard.  

FPGAs consist of pre-design elementary cells and 

interconnections which are completely programmable and it 

allows users to program their hardware according to their 

requirements.  

The recent advances of the FPGA devices offering thousands 

of GFLOPs with high power quality. FPGA considered as a 

implementation platform between the hardware and the 

software. It’s been developed on specially hardware design 

connected with the dynamic circuit switching 

interconnections, efficient reconfiguration and offering 

hardware performance and software flexibility. FPGA based 

on a hardware programming languages like VHDL and 

Verilog. 

In order to promote designer productivity and decrease time-

to-market modern design techniques such High Level 

Synthesis(HLS), Electronic System Level(ESL) design or, in 

easier terms, C based hardware design can be adopted. ESL, 

HLS, and C are based hardware design [4], all less or more 

cover the automatic translation of untimed C/C++ algorithmic 

descriptions into Register-Transfer Level (RTL) HDL 

architectural descriptions, ready for FPGA implementation. 

Digital industrial control Implementation technologies and 

methodologies, like FPGAs, DSPs and microcontrollers are 

getting popular during the recent years.  Especially FPGAs 

have produced various types of efficient and advanced 

hardware design solutions into the industrial control arena. 

These involve HDLs [5], C based design and HLS[6], PLC 

code to HDL translator [7], software hardware design[10] and 

run-time reconfiguration[11], SoC [8] and Multiprocessor 

SoC (MPSoC) [9] architectures. 

FPGAs have been developed to be used for the 

implementation of different types of controller [12]. 

The application that has been used to in this paper is a real-

time face detection and tracking application [38] which has 

been designed for FPGA on SoC. It is going to be used to 

prove the performance of the FPGA-SoC within industrial 

applications. This application functionality is to detect and 

track persons’ faces to check whether it is human face or not. 

The application developed by Thu-Thao Nguyen which is 

taken as a part of a master degree. 
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2. FPGA-BASED CONTROLLER FOR 

EMBEDDED INDUSTRIALS AND 

ROBOTIC  
Aircraft and automotive embedded systems are the most 

challenging applications for digital electronics [13]. The most 

important issue for these systems is safety. Therefore in [14] 

and [15], the authors have suggested some techniques to deal 

with this issue to increase the reliability of the FPGA-based 

controllers. 

Another concept of safety is the possibility of the vehicle 

manufacturers and their providers to deal with the 

obsolescence of the critical embedded systems. Electronic 

devices now have a very finite life time and it is compulsory 

to find a completely secure FPGA based intellectual 

Property(IP) module in the market to change then when they 

are longer available [37] [16]. The existing tendency for 

modular architecture within the FPGA-based embedded 

controller has also drive the developer to enhance IP to use 

the advanced encryption techniques [17]. 

Another anxiety of the aircraft and the automotive embedded 

systems is the implementations of the real-time design of high 

date rate and the dependable of the protocols in the network 

of the vehicle like FlexRay or SpW[18]-[19]. 

Concerning handled embedded systems, the main issue is the 

decreasing of the power consumption [20]- [21]. About this 

issue few studies have been done in [21], which presents 

understanding of the source of power consumption.  

FPGA devices are widely used to manage the communication 

distrusted applications by the effective real-time Ethernet 

protocol [22]- [23]. 

3. PRESENTATION OF FPGA 
FPGA hardware always increasing interest and have strongly 

disrupted the early digital development trends [37]. These 

devices belong to the semi-custom ASICs. The latter low cost 

consists of predesigned interconnections and elementary cells 

which could be programmed and interconnected by users.  

3.1. Generic structure of on FPGA 
Fig 1 shows the basic structure of FPGA which consists of 

many logic blocks(LBs), of an I/O blocks and interconnection 

network. Recent FPGA on a very sophisticated level which 

integrates the hardwired DSP blocks, memory blocks, 

communication blocks [28] and clock manager blocks. 

 

 Fig. 1. Generic structure of an FPGA 

According to the proposed function to implement, every LB is 

assigned to execute combinatorial or/and sequential 

operations.  For the combinatorial operations, a set of Look-

Up-Tables (LUTs) are included which is same with the 

sequential operation of the D-Flip-Flops. An LB is capable to 

to proceed a local storage function (DRAM), multiplexer, 

shift register(SR) and adder/subtractor operations. The 

interconnections network is also re-programmable by the 

developer to interconnect as many LBs as required. 

 

Fig. 2. Evolution of the FPGA density 

A normalized FPGA density metric has been accepted 

because internal structure od LGs are different from FPGA to 

another. In fact, Logic Cell has been realized. LC consists of 

D-Flip-Flop, 4-bit LUT, multiplexer and a carry chain (for 

arithmetic operations) [29] [30]. Fig 2 shows the evaluations 

of the FPGA density.  

I/O configurable blocks allow the connection between the 

external environments and the internal architecture.  

The integrated clock manager blocks allow the management 

of the clocking resources. Which are commonly based on the 

Phase-Locked-Lools (PLLs). The latter provides some 

features like frequency multiplication and division, phase shift 

correction and propagation compensation. 

4. FPGA SYSTEM-ON-CHIP TRENDS 
SoC devices integrate microprocessors with FPGAs 

technology. There are currently three companies shipping 

SoC FPGA devices which are Altera, Xilinx and MicroSemi. 

The SoC FPGAs devices from these venders combines fully 

dedicated microprocessors with the FPGAs technology on the 

same device. As mentioned that the SoC approaches shows 

that the new designed features combine the hardware design 

with the software. There are two groups of processor cores are 

considered, the ―synthesizable‖ and the ―non- synthesizable‖ 

cores. 

The synthesizable (also called Soft Cores) like Altera’s Nois,  

Xilinx’s MicroBlaze processors and Actel’s ARM7 or 

Cortex-M1 are using existing FPGA logic cells (LC) to 

perform the processor core. The feature of such approach is 

the ability that allows the designer to specify and configure 

the number, the memory width and the kinds of the 

peripherals. However, these cores show the clock rates. 

The non-synthesizable (also called hard processor cores) have 

a tradition VLSI layout. Which is combined within the FPGA. 

In general, a hard processor core produces an efficient and 
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high clock speed with low flexibility. For instance, Altera 

supports an ARM9 processor core embedded in its EPXA10 

series which marketed as an Excalinur™ devices [31]. The 

Xilinx Virtex-5 also integrates a hardwired PowerPC 440 

processor cores on-chip [32]. Actel has offered the first 

hardwired Cortex-M3 processor core integrated into its 

Fusion FPGA family [33]. 

5. EVALUATING SOC FPGAS 
Designers need to look at the following framework to 

evaluate venders 

5.1.System Performance 
There is no simple single way to look at the performance, it is 

certainly important to look at the typical data sheet aspects 

like CPU clock speed, maximum memory speed and system 

considerations. For instance, FPGA is getting popularity in 

industries. As fig 3 shows some kind of applications, designer 

can combine multiple functions like Motor control, Network 

and safety all in a single device as shown in fig 4. That saves 

the power and the cost as  

   

Fig3 SoC FPGAs industrial Drives. 

 

Fig4 SoC FPGAs industrial Drives. 

In system like that system performance might be all about 

how quickly the processor can calculate multi control loops in 

the same time which means all the processing must be 

deterministic.  

5.2.Design tool 
During the evaluation features of the FPGA, the design tool 

has been developed as well.  Nowadays, FPGA venders 

provide a complete set of tools which allow a very good 

quality design process start from the hardware description, 

using the Verilog or VHDL languages to final but stream 

generation [30]-[32]. A simple FPGA design process it shown 

in Fig 5 

 

Fig5. Simplified synoptic of the FPGA design process 

Several examples of the Integrated Software Environment 

(ISE) tools from Xilinx, Quartus tools from Altera and Libero 

Integrated Design Environment (LiberoIDE) tools from Actel. 

All of them support flexible and complete design features 

with additional associated tools for simulations (e.g. 

ModelSim tools) and for debugging (e.g. ChipScope tools 

from Xilinx). 

 

Fig. 6. Typical FPGA SoC design flow 

In addition, to suit SoC trends, FPGA vendors provide 

software development tools (editor, compiler, assembler, 

linker and debugger), software vendor IPs and processor 

customization tools. For example, Altera provides Embedded 

Design Suite (EDS) platform, Xilinx provides Embedded 

Development Kit (EDK) platform and Actel provides Soft 

Console platform. Fig. 6 presents a standard design flow for 

developing SoC applications 

The design flow consists of two main procedures: the 

hardware design flow and the software design flow. It 

presents a friendly user interface which allows the designer to 

specify the processor for a particular project. 

After finishing the configuration, the processor core is created 

in the form of an HDL file (in the case of Altera and Actel 

tools) or a netlist file (in the case of Xilinx tools). Then, this 

file can be associated to custom user logic and integrated 

within the hardware design flow to be synthesized, placed and 

routed. 

FPGA also can be configured with the resulting bitstream file. 

Therefore, the program is going to be integrated on the soft 

processor cores which can be interpreted with the associated 

library files. The compiler of C/C++ has been proposed to this 

processor which is also provided for the development system. 
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6. FPGA-BASED DESGIN OF AN 

INDUSTRIAL CONTROLLER CASE 

STUY: A REAL-TIME FACE 

DETECTION AND TRACKING 

USING SoC FPGA. 
FPGA technology provides the development of the hardware 

architectures a very flexible programmable environment. This 

feature allows designers to be more free compared to software 

implementations based on microcontroller and DSPs [30]-

[34][38]. That is because FPGAs are outperforming these 

software solutions by exploiting the inherent parallelism of 

the algorithm. Consequently, designer can develop a hardware 

architecture that is fully dedicated to the algorithm to 

implement. 

In this section, FPGA based design of an industrial controllers 

is explored.  

FPGA technology has been used to implement a real-time 

face detection and tracking [38]. This purpose of this 

application is to detect and track a human’s face, the face 

detection algorithm includes image filtering and colour-based 

skin segmentation. The location of the face is selected by 

calculating the centroid of the detected region. At the testing 

stage the experimental result was very accurate and 

effectiveness of the real-time system, even under various rules 

of facial poses, lighting, and skin colours. The calculations of 

the hardware execution have been done in real-time with less 

computational effort. 

Face detection and tracking have become very important in 

many applications for example, in the biometrics, video 

surveillance or video coding. 

The aim of this application is to create a FPGA system to 

discover and track a person’s face in a real-time. This 

application has been developed using Verilog language, a 

camera, Altera DE2 board and a VGA monitor. The algorithm 

of the face detection has been executed here which is based 

on image filtering and skin detection. After the detection of 

the face region, the location of the human’s face is determined 

by calculating the centroid of the very close skin pixels 

7. SOC FPGA APPLICATION DESIGN 

AND IMPLEMENTATION 

7.1.Algorithm 
The algorithm of the skin detection has been derived from a 

method that’s been well described in [35]. The colour 

segmentation demonstrated to be efficient method to detect 

the face region in spite of   the implementation case and the 

low computational requirements. The colour based algorithm 

desired a very little training compared to the feature based-

method. Fig 7 shows the general design stages. 

 

Fig 7 Software algorithm 

Firstly, the original image is going to be a different color 

space, namely modified YUV. After that the skin pixels will 

be segmented based in the algorithm on the proper rang. 

Some morphological filters have been applied to decrease the 

false positives. Then every detected pixel is going to be 

labelled, the area of each labelled region was computed and 

an area-based filtering was applied. Only regions with large 

area were considered face regions. The centroid of each face 

region was also computed to show its location. 

7.2.Modified YUV Colour space 
Transforming the skin pixels’ data into modified YUV colour 

space it is more beneficial cause human skin tones resort to 

fall within a particular range of chrominance values (i.e. U-

V), ignoring the type of the skin.  

The following equations illustrate the conversion [35].  

Y=          R+‖G+B 

      4 

U= R-G, V=B-G 

 
Fig 8 shows the different skin tone samples [35]. 
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7.3.Thresholding/Skin Detection 
After the conversion of the skin pixels to the modified YUV 

space, the skin pixels could be segmented according to the 

following experimented threshold: 

10 < U < 74 

-40 <V <11 

As Fig 2 displays that the blue channel  has the minimal 

contribution to the skin colour of the human. Regarding to [2], 

ignoring the blue channel would have a bit of effect on the 

skin filtering and the thresholding. It also reveals the 

insignificance of the V component in the YUV format. 

Therefore, the algorithm of the skin detection which is used 

here based on the U component only. After applying the 

segmentation threshold for the U component will introduce a 

binary image with raw segmentation output, as shown the Fig 

9. 

 

Fig 9 Result after thresholding [38]. 

8. SOC FPGA APPLICATION 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
Fig 10 shows the FPGA system setup. 

 

Fig 10 shows the FPGA system setup 

The camera captures each video frame to send it to the 

FPGA’s decoder chip via a composite video able. Then the 

video signal is going to be processed in various modules in 

Verilog, after that the output passed through the VGA driver 

to be showed on the VGA screen.  

The algorithm of the hardware has been modified to be as fig 

11. 

 

Fig 11 hardware algorithm 

8.1.Thresholding 
10-bit colour used in the Verilog, setting a aforementioned U 

range yields 40 < U < 296. Each video frame in this stage is 

changed to be a ―binary image‖ displaying the segmented raw 

result. 

8.2.Spatial Filtering 
This stage is almost similar to the erosion operation that are 

used in the software algorithm. However, the structuring 

element used here don’t have any particular shape. Instead, 

for every pixel p, its neighboring pixels in a 9x9 

neighborhood were checked. If more than 75% of its 

neighbors were skin pixels, p was also a skin pixel. Otherwise 

p was a non-skin pixel. This allowed most background noise 

to be removed because usually noise scattered randomly 

through space, as shown in Figure 12. In Figure 13, because p 

only had 4 neighboring pixels categorized as skin, p was 

concluded to be a non-skin pixel and, thus, converted to a 

background pixel. 

 

Figure 12 - Example of spatial filtering for a pixel P—

before filtering 
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Figure 13 - Example of spatial filtering for a pixel P—

after filtering 

In order to inspect the neighbour pixel, the values of them 

must be stored. Therefore, ten shift registers that have been 

created to buffer the values of ten consecutive rows in each 

frame.  

8.3.Temporal Filtering 
Sometimes a small change in lighting may cause flickering 

and make the output on the VGA monitor unstable. Using 

temporal filtering gives flickering the ability to be decreased 

significantly. The idea of designing such a filter which is 

borrowed from the project ―Real-Time Cartoonifier‖.  

The following equation need to be used to apply the temporal 

filter. 

Average_out = (3/4) average _in + (1/4) data 

Data :the filtered output comes from the last stage of a 

pixel, namely P, in current frame average_in: average 

value of P from previous frame 

Average _out: average value of P in current frame. 

It is nearly equal to averaging four consecutive frames 

over time. To ease the computational effort, the 

equation above can be re-written as 

Average _out = average _in – (1/4) average _in + (1/4) data 

Average _out = average _in – average _in >> 2 + data >> 2 

8.4.Centroid Computation 
Lastly, centroid has been computed to locate the region of the 

human’s face. 

 First suppose that only one face is presented. Therefore, its 

centroid would just be the centroid of all detected pixels, as it 

is shown in Fig 15. Note that this calculation would only be 

true in case if one face is presented. 

 
Figure 15 - Centroid of all detected pixels 

In spite of the pixels of one human’s face may not be 

connected and labelled, simply the calculating of the centroid 

of all detected still gives a pretty guessing for the face 

location, as it is shown in Fig 16. 

Since area-based filtering also has not been, other skin 

palces—mostly the hands were not entirely removed. 

However, even if the hands were present, calculating the 

centroid of all detected pixels still allowed us to locate the 

face region. This was a suitable estimate because, compared 

to the face area, the area of the hand/hands was much 

smaller.  

 

Figure 16 - Centroid of all detected pixels—one person 

When there are two faces presented to the camera, the 

calculating of the centroid of all the detected pixels would 

track the location between the two faces, instead of tracking 

each face separately. To separate the track of each face of 

two-person frame, additional steps are required. First the 

neighboring pixels around the centroid are checking to see if 

they are any skin pixels. If they are, it means that the centroid 

carefully located the region of the face. However, if the 

neighboring pixels of the centroid are not skin pixels, it means 

that the centroid is somewhere in the background located 

between two detected face regions, as it is shown in Fig 17. 

 

Fig 17 - Centroid of all detected pixels—two people 

To solve this issue, the frame of the video needs to be divided 

into two according to the centroid location, as it is shown in 

Fig 18. 
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Fig 18 shows the calculation separation of the centroid of 

each detected region 

 

Fig 19 - Centroid of each detected face 

Getting the centroid of every face region allowed us to locate 

the face of each human introduce in a two-human video 

frame. [38] 

Applying the temporal filtering allowed the box to move 

smoothly. The implementation of the temporal filter here was 

slightly different from the one shown previously. 

YN = (1 − α)XN + αYN-1 

XN: current input 

YN: current output 

YN-1: previous output 

9. THE RESULT OF THE REAL-TIME 

FACE DETECTION AND TRACKING 

APPLICATION  
Face detection and tracking application is now able to detect 

and track two people faces in a real-time. In spite of tracking 

each face separately if there are three faces or more, it still 

able to detect the presence of their faces.   

Sample Results and Analysis are going to be presented in this 

part.  

When there is no one (Figure 20, Figure 21, Figure 22) 

• From Figure 20 to Figure and 21 show many false 

positives have been removed. 

• It clear from figure 21 and 22 that the scarf is 

eroded. And the centroid of the detected pixels 

didn’t appear because the number of the detected 

pixel is below the threshold. In this case, it shows 

that no face has been tracked or detected. 

Images from a book (Figure 23 and Figure 24) 

• Images from a book. The system can detect and 

track a face on an image in a book if the book 

moved manually. 

Presence of one person in (Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure 27, 

and Figure 28) 

• It is clear from the pictures that the scarf is 

completely eroded and it didn’t affect the final 

result  

Presence of two people in (Figure 29, Figure 30, Figure 31, 

and Figure 32) 

• In case, if there are more than one person, the 

system can detect and track person’s faces [38]. 

These images illustrate the testing of the application: 

 

Figure 20 - When there was no one—natural [38] 

 

Figure 21 - When there was no one—skin detection 
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Figure 22 - When there was no one—spatial filtering 

 

 

Figure 23 – Still image taken from a book—natural 

 

 

Figure 24 - Still image taken from a book—Final Result 

 

 

Figure25- Presence of one person (with scarf)—natural 

 
Figure 26 - Presence of one person (with scarf)—skin 

detection 

 

Figure 27 - Presence of one person (with scarf)—spatial 

filtering 
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Figure 28 - Presence of one person (with scarf)—temporal 

filtering + centroid computation 

 
Figure 29- Presence of two people—natural 

 
Figure 30 - Presence of two people—skin detection 

 
Figure 31 - Presence of two people—spatial 

 
Figure 32- Two People recognized by the system 

10. CONCLUSION 
The main goal of this paper was to explain the FPGA’s 

technologies and to illustrate the uses of FPGAs in industries. 

This paper showed the benefits of using FPGA and how it is 

going to help industries to produce the best products. As 

mentioned in the introduction part that the industrials’ 

applications should be on a high performance, reliable, fast, 

and very flexible.  The contributions of the controller 

embedded systems have discussed and declared the main 

issues with the applications. These issues have been discussed 

to find the best solutions to avoid them. FPGA-SoC trends 

have been discussed to compare between the two groups of 

processors which are the ―synthesizable‖ and the ―non- 

synthesizable and highlights the benefits of them and the uses. 

The Evaluating of FPGA-SoC has been discussed to evaluate 

the performance of it within the industrials’ applications. A 

real-time application has been used to prove the high 

performances of the FPGA-SoC. The application was a face 

detection and tracking system to detect and truck human 

faces. It has been developed using Verilog hardware 

programming language to run it on DE2-SoC Altera board. 

Some testing has been done on a live human face and on a 

picture that has a human face. Some algorithms of images’ 

filleting have been implemented on the captured image in 

order to detect the right pixels to present the expected results. 
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